
 

Lab1           Arduino Workshop 

Hello Arduino1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General Instructions: 
The codes in this lab shall be programmed using Arduino 1.6.3 IDE and tested on Arduino Uno R3. The 

software is already installed on CS Lab PCs. You may copy the setup for the same from PC (ask the instructor 

for the drive in which the setup is available). Play for some time with the IDE and look for good features around! 

You shall be provided with 2 custom boards – LED/SW board and Analog board. The schematic and working 

of both of them is explained below. 

LED/SW board: Refer to Figure 1.1.  The figure shows the schematic of the circuit implemented on the given 

LED/SW board. The board contains a set of 6 such circuits allowing to interface a set of 6 LEDs and 6 Switches. 

The status of switch is reflected at corresponding pin on SW headers (See Table 1.1 for pin numbering). Similarly, 

the LED on/off control can be achieved by toggling the corresponding pin on LED header (Refer Table 1.2 for 

pin numbering).  

 

Figure 1.1 
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 Objectives 
 Get introduced with basic Arduino commands for digital input/output and analog input.  

Alongside, we shall also look at some exposed mathematical and operator functionality 

provided by Arduino software.  
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Table 1.1  Switch Headers 

Pin Number Function 

1 Vcc (5V) 

2 Switch 1 

3 Switch 2 

4 Switch 3 

5 Switch 4 

6 Switch 5 

7 Switch 6 

8 GND 

Table 1.2  LED Headers 

Pin Number Function 

1 Vcc (5V) 

2 LED 1 

3 LED 2 

4 LED 3 

5 LED 4 

6 LED 5 

7 LED 6 

8 GND 

The status of switch can optionally be also seen using the led. To do this, the jumper must be closed, i.e. the 

output of the switch should serve as input for led. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analog Board: The analog board consists of 1 led-photodiode pair and 2 LDR sensors. If you don’t have any 

idea about the aforementioned sensors, ignore it! All you need to know is – at the outputs you shall get an 

analogously varying output in range 0-5V. We shall discuss the principles of operation of both sensors later 

during theory sessions. 

The analog board employs the schematic as shown in Figure 1.2. One part is the photodiode circuit which is 

simple and straight forward. The LDR’s have been placed in two configurations. In first configuration, the 

voltage increases with increasing intensity of light; while in second voltage decreases with increasing intensity 

of light. (Can you identify theoretically, which one in schematic is which configuration?) The jumper in middle 

allow you to connect 2 LDR’s in series. This trick shall be exploited in Problem 1.x 

The analog board has 5 pins and their configuration is shown in Table 1.3. 

Table 1.3: Analog Board  

Pin Number Function 

1 Vcc 

2 OUT1 (LDR – 1) 

3 OUT2 (LDR – 2) 

4 OUT3 (Photodiode) 

5 GND 

 

Caution: Do not connect the led-inputs and switch-

outputs simultaneously to microcontroller. 



 

 

Figure 1.2 

 

 

So now, let’s jump into Problems!!! 

Problem 1.1: Digital world! 
This problem is comparable to hello world program. In this problem, we shall toggle a few LEDs and get 

acquainted with the Arduino library functions. 

Arduino software provides us with following basic definitions which we shall use for this problem. It is 

recommended to visit the actual documentation for detailed description. 

1. pinMode: allows us to set the data direction of given pins.  

[Usage: pinMode(pin_number, INPUT/OUTPUT) ] 

2. digitalWrite: allows us to set the pin to logic 1 or logic 0. [Usage: digitalWrite(pin_number, HIGH/LOW)] 

3. delay: generates a delay in milliseconds. [Usage: delay(1000) provides a delay of 1second.] 

4. HIGH = logic 1; LOW = logic 0 

5. OUTPUT sets the pin to output; INPUT sets the pin to input (used in pinMode command) 



 

Problem 1.1.1: On and off go the lights! 
The Arduino Uno board has an on-board LED connected to pin 13. Toggle the LED with frequency 1Hz, 0.5Hz, 

2Hz. [Hint: You might want to take a look at File  Examples  Basic  Blink] 

 

Problem 1.1.2: Traffic lights… 
Your LED/SW board contains red, yellow and green led along with white ones. Make use of RYG to form a 

traffic light control where Red stays ON for 5 seconds, Green for 2 seconds, Yellow for 1 second.  

You might play with the board!! Control LEDs in the way you want!!  

 

Problem 1.1.3: Bang-Bang dimming…  
Well, you switched ON/OFF an LED. Frankly… it’s boring. Also, I am pretty sure, dimming an LED is as 

boring as turning it ON and OFF at a very fast rate. So give it a try.  

Now that you have dimmed one LED… another trivial task for you… dim 3 LEDs such that they have different 

intensities. For example, let’s say Red is brightest (say 90%), Green is medium (50%) and Yellow is dimmest 

(25%). Show and discuss with your instructor when done. 

Do not use analogWrite function to do this task! 

 

Problem 1.1.4: Let’s read an input… 
Well, the above 3 problems dealt with digital outputs. Let’s try to get some input. Connect switches on LED/SW 

to Arduino and print which switches are on to the screen in format  1:1, 2:0, 3:1, 4:1, 5:0, 6:0 to say LEDs 1, 3, 

4 are ON and rest are off.  

You might want  to a closer look at Serial.print and Serial.println functions. You may refer to examples in 

Arduino IDE or to the reference page on arduino.cc.  

You may want to use the jumper functionality to see which switches are ON/OFF physically for easy cross-

checking. 

Problem 1.2: Analog World… 
Well the world isn’t digital buddy… SAD! So we need convert an analog value to digital before our 

microcontroller can make any proper use of the information coming in. So we employ Analog-Digital Converter 

(ADC) to do this job. We shall discuss more on ADCs later. For the moment, let’s just say that ADCs2 map the 

values from 0-5V to integer values 0-1023.  

To read this input, we make use of analogRead(pin_number) command. The input to command is a pin number 

amongst {A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5} and outputs a number between 0 and 1023.  

Make use of Analog Board for this problem. 
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Problem 1.2.1: What’s coming in??  
Well, let’s begin by directly sensing the outputs on 3 output pins on our Analog Board. Play with the sensors (all 

are optical sensors, meaning they change some of their parameters based on light intensity.) Discuss your 

inferences with your instructor.  

 

Problem 1.2.2: Recognize the configuration of LDRs  
It was remarked earlier… to identify which LDR’s output from Figure 1.2 has direct relationship with input light 

intensity and which has inverse relationship? Did you miss that? If not, good! If you did, now might be the time 

to revisit the description about Analog Board at the beginning of this documents. In either case, identify which 

configuration does what? 

 

Problem 1.2.3 (optional): LDRs… in combo 
Now that you have identified how to arrange LDR and resistor so as to sense light and darkness, what do you 

think might happen if you were to replace the resistor (static value) with another LDR? Discuss with your 

instructor your intuition about what YOU think might happen.  

After discussion, you might want to verify your intuition by physically testing the hardware. So attach the jumper 

on Analog board and program Arduino to display the result. Evaluate the results. Think… Do the results match 

your intuition? If yes, discuss with your instructor. If not, still discuss with your instructor! 

Any particular ideas where we may use such a combo of LDRs? We shall come back to this later in the course 

too! 

 

Problem 1.3: Handy functions… 
In this problem, let’s extend the functionality of ADCs and get acquainted with 2 more functions. Visit 

www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/HomePage to read documentation about map and constrain functions.  

Problem 1.3.1: Give me 8-bit data… Not 10-bit 
Well, although ADC provides 10-bit accuracy, communication channels generally use 8-bit data words. Hence, 

it’s convenient to convert the 10-bit data to 8-bit. Use constrain and map functions to achieve this functionality. 

Discuss with your instructor which methods is more suitable and why? 

 

Problem 1.4: LCD Interfacing (optional) 
LCD is a handy device to display some useful information about programs running inside the microcontroller. 

In this problem, we shall interface a 2x16 LCD3 to Arduino.  

The LCD has its inbuilt microcontroller which controls the display. The inputs to this controller (inside LCD) 

are via 8 data pins and a set of control pins. The data pins are used to send data or command instruction. The 
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control pins basically control the backlights, when to display to data etc. For more details, refer to respective 

datasheet. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 

 

What concerns us more is how to use this LCD. For this, we understand two concepts. Firstly, there is a cursor 

which denotes the location where next character will be written. Secondly, there is a way to move that cursor to 

designated location! That’s it.  

Finally, to interface LCD, we make use of a prebuilt library  LiquidCrystal. The library exposes three key 

functions, namely 

1. clear: Clears the display completely. 

2. setCursor: Sets the cursor to (x, y) location 

3. print: prints the string. 

 

Problem 1.3.1: Play with it… 
Well, that’s enough information to get started and start playing with LCD. Ask for the LCD board along with a 

LCD. Make sure you attach LCD correctly (Match pin 1 on LCD to pin 1 on LCD board.) Try different lengths 

of strings, positioning of strings etc.  



 

[Hint: You might want to take a look at File  Examples  LiquidCrystal] 

Discuss with your instructor what limitations you could identify about LCD. 

 

 

Have fun… 

Keep Learning! 


